ARCTIC    STORM    GROWS    GREEX    VEGETABLES
off the local soil called for a solution. Natives can live on
frozen fish, on uncooked bears' blood, on crude reindeer
meat. What Ukrainian Georgian or South Siberian would
feel happy on such a diet? And tinned food makes for scurvy
in the long run. Wheat can be stored, flour transported,
macaroni brought in paper boxes on ships and aeroplanes.
The problem is to grow fresh vegetables In sufficient quan-
tities to provide Vitamin D5 the one which Is Indispens-
able to man's health, and which cannot yet be bought In
tins.
Two years after the first settlers had arrived In Igarka
a group of professors and students of agricultural Institutes
came up from Moscow and Leningrad.   Opposite the town
on Bear's Island they perched their tents and started rum-
maging about in the undergrowth.    A party of twenty
strong men from the town helped them to clear the ground
of moss and lichens, small roots and the mass of half-wood,
half-bush that bridge the gap between jungle and desert
In the Far North.    Then, on tiny fields the size of tennis
courts they planted potatoes, lettuce, grain, radlshes; beet-
roots.  Not only Grigori Antonovitch3the kulak 9 thought them
mad.    There was hardly a man or woman among their
own comrades who believed that they would ever get some-
thing eatable out of the tundra.    The first two years did
certainly little to support their own unshakable belief that
anything is possible sooner or later.   In 1932 they changed
their  methods.     Instead  of artificial   they used  natural
manure.   They brought new seeds from Europe.   Scientists
working in the Institute of Plant Culture of the Ukraine
experimented upon many thousands of varieties of wheat
to discover which are most suited for growth in northern
regions.    A system called 'Jacovization' and Invented by
Professor Lyssenko was established; the seeds are partly
saturated with water,  and as soon as germination has
started they are kept at a constant temperature for 5 or
30 days (according to the kind of seed) and are then planted
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